
Washing instructions
TEXTILE CYCLES

Check both the temperature, given by the figure in the tub, and the machine-action, shown by the bar(s) 
under it. The temperature may be indicated by dots (six for 95°, four for 60°, two for 40° and one for 30°).

DRYING SYMBOLS
Check the label to see if your garment can 
be tumble-dried; the label may advise using a 
reduced heat setting by putting a single dot 
within the circle. Two dots indicate a higher heat 
setting.

DRY-CLEANING
The letter P or F indicates the cleaning fluids that 
may be used by your professional dry-cleaner.

BLEACHING

IRONING
•  The dots inside the iron indicate the temperature 
setting. One dot represents the coolest setting and 
three dots are for the hottest temperature. The 
table (right) is a guide to the temperature to use for 
specific types of fabric.
•  You should always use the setting recommended 
by the manufacturer. For some materials the advice 
may be that you iron on the wrong side of the 
fabric only, so check the label.
•  To avoid creases, store your clothes in drawers 
and wardrobes loosely; don’t pack them in. 

Maximum agitation. Cotton cycle 
White cotton or linen articles without 
special finishes. 

Maximum agitation. Cotton cycle
Cotton or linen articles without special finishes 
where colours are fast at 60°C.

Maximum agitation. Cotton cycle
Cotton or linen where colours are 
fast at 40°C but not at 60°C.

Medium agitation. Synthetic cycle
Acrylics, acetate or triacetate, including mixtures 
with wool, polyester and wool blends.

Minimum agitation. Wool cycle
Wool, including blankets, wool mixed with 
other fibres, viscose and silk.

Gentle agitation. Delicates cycle
Silk, acetates and mixed synthetics not 
colourfast at 40°C.

Hand wash only 
See garment label for  
further instructions.

Do not machine or hand wash

May be  
tumble-dried 

Do not  
tumble-dry

Hang dry

May be  
dry-cleaned

Bleach may  
be used

Do not use 
chlorine bleach

Drip dry 
recommended

Dry flat

Do not  
dry-clean

Do not bleach

Hot (3 dots)  
Cotton, linen and viscose fabrics.

Warm (2 dots) 
Polyester mixtures and wool.

Cool (1 dot)  Acrylic, nylon, acetate, 
triacetate and polyester.

Do not iron


